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Austin Challenge Cup winners celebrate post-competition with 1776
cofounder Evan Burfield and Capital Factory founder Joshua Baer. (Photo

by Kelly James)

Lessons from Austin’s Challenge Cup?

Traction, Traction, Traction

January 20, 2014 - By Melissa SteffanJanuary 20, 2014 - By Melissa Steffan

Startups received a key piece of
advice from Capital Factory
founder and investor Joshua Baer
on Thursday night. Focus on
traction, he told them.

The entrepreneurs listened. At
Friday night’s Challenge Cup
competition in Austin, startup
competitors came out with all
guns blazing, touting an
impressive array of massive
investments, hefty partnerships
and beta tests with impressive
customers. Not too shabby for a
competition that seeks early-
stage startups.

It quickly became clear that the
top startups were focused on

meeting people’s needs right where they are. In other words, Austin’s entrepreneurs are focused on bringing
smart solutions directly to consumers—literally.

For education winner Aceable, the solution is as simple as taking advantage of a huge—and still growing—
mobile consumer market before their competitors do. Rather, Aceable aims to be where its competitors
aren’t, and when it comes to required education, that means being in the hands of teenagers.

Founder and CEO Blake Garrett noted that teenagers spend as many as three hours a day using mobile-native
smartphone applications. Why not utilize those hours to help them complete a required learning course in a
way that is fun and intuitive?

“Our competitors can’t advertise installs on the Facebook feeds of 15 year olds in Texas,” Garrett said.

On the day of the competition, Aceable completed their first required ed course, meaning Aceable should have
early revenue numbers to back up their model by the time of May’s Challenge Cup finals.

Meanwhile, health, energy and smart cities startups are focused on going mobile in other ways: They’re
actually enabling customers and users to get places more quickly and efficiently. And while one smart cities
competitor, Spokefly, touted its ability to make peer-to-peer bikesharing a reality, a couple other
entrepreneurs emphasized their visions for technologies that are decidedly more futuristic.

Energy competitor TriTrack, for example, is building an electric vehicle that, according to the model shown
by the company’s founders, resembles a blue bullet on a triangular metal track.

Energy finalist nCarbon’s vision is smaller—barely the thickness of an atom, in fact. Yet, the patent-pending
technology invented by scientists at the University of Texas is an entirely new type of carbon, capable of
packing more energy in a smaller volume. It’s tiny, but the impact could be huge. nCarbon’s technology has
the potential to disrupt the auto industry’s reliance on a certain type of supercapacitors, replacing them with
devices that increase the energy density by up to 300 percent.
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Similarly, both Water Lens and Spot On Sciences, the energy and health winners, respectively, are disrupting
their industries’ reliance on outdated methods. In the oil-fuel industry, Water Lens aims to make the process
of testing hydraulic fracturing water simpler and faster. The company devised a real-time water analysis test
that can save field workers hours or even days over tests from third-party labs.

Spot On Sciences is also aiming to update the health care diagnostic industry that still requires patients to
physically visit a lab in order to complete a blood draw. For many of us, the time spent going into the clinic is
merely an inconvenience. For others, such as homebound elderly citizens or villagers in remote African
communities, the trek is much more stressful. As a solution, Spot On Sciences pitched HemaSpot, a mailable
repository for a blood sample that can be collected anywhere—and requires only two drops of blood to
complete.

So between nCarbon, Water Lens and Spot On Sciences, at least three of the finalists were thinking “small”—
but that doesn’t mean everyone was. Quite the opposite: Smart cities winner Reaction Housing has designed a
cheap, efficient way to provide short-term relief housing to those displaced by disasters.

To the ex-Apple designers running the show at Reaction, the user experience was key. They looked at it from
the users’ perspective, incorporating everything from power charging stations to—at the suggestion of the
United Nations—a desk area.

Reaction Founder and CEO Michael McDaniel emphasized that his company has seen huge demand—$400
million of inbound sales—before even bringing the product to market. Reaction wasn’t the only company for
which that was the case.

Other competitors touted their big-name partners, including Chevron, Johns Hopkins, Brown University and
—of course—University of Texas-Austin, to name a few. By emphasizing their current traction, the
competitors made good use of the advice provided to them throughout the day of the competition and
subsequently set the bar for every other regional competition to come, as well as for the finals in May.
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